Childhood Inguinal Mass: Common Complaint, Several Causes, Report of A Case And Review of Literature
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Abstract

Inguinal mass is a common clinical finding or even symptom in childhood while the most common diagnosis is inguinal hernia that may proceed with prompt surgical but there are a vast variety of different entities that may manifest as an inguinal mass and in some instances, surgical approach is not indicated or may need further preoperative assessments to determine a correct therapeutic plan. In this article, we discuss about an example of unusual case of extrarenal Wilms tumor in inguinal region which was presented as an inguinal mass and also review differential diagnosis for childhood inguinal mass.
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Introduction

As far as inguinal region mass may encountered frequently in children, the most common diagnosis is inguinal hernia. The diagnosis of inguinal hernia may make on parents’ history of a typical bulging in groin and when the diagnosis made, surgical intervention always would be planned as soon as possible. Any further investigation is needed in a case of inguinal hernia. But this may not be so straight forward in some cases. There are a vast variety of different entities that may manifest as an inguinal mass and in some instances, surgical approach is not indicated or may need further preoperative assessments to determine a correct therapeutic plan [1].

Cases

A 9-years old healthy girl was visited in a general hospital with initial symptom of a right inguinal bulging which was first noticed by her mother. In the first visit, herniotomy was planned by a general surgeon according to the presence of an inguinal mass. But after exploration of inguinal region, surgeon encountered a solid mass that wasn’t compatible with hernia. Intraoperative diagnosis was lymphadenitis so an excisional biopsy was performed.

Histopathological findings showed typical triphasic pattern of epithelial, blastemal and stromal elements, characteristic of Wilms’ tumor.

The patient was referred to our center with primary diagnosis of Wilms tumor with inguinal node metastasis.
Final diagnosis:

Para-clinical evaluations were done but both kidneys were intact. Chest x-ray was normal and kidneys, lungs and mediastinum were also normal in CT scan. Urine analysis and blood cell and erythrocytes and liver function tests were in normal range. According to imaging and further evaluations, there wasn’t any primary tumor site in kidneys so the final diagnosis was extra renal Wilms tumor. Chemotherapy with vincristine, dactinomycin and Doxorubicin was administrated to complete the treatment course.

Hospital course:

During follow up, a persistent right superficial groin mass was detected after six month. As her mother declared a gradual outgrowing of the mass, patient was referred to our department of pediatric surgery for further investigations according to this asymptomatic recurrent inguinal mass. It was 2×2cm solid, firm, non-tender mass in physical examination [Figure 1-A]. Ultrasound studies confirmed a solid mass in right inguinal region besides normal genitourinary upper system and any other mass and lymph nodes were noticed in retroperitoneum and pelvis. All other paraclinical evaluations were normal so local recurrence of Wilms tumor was diagnosed. Inguinal exploration was planned and enbloc removal of mass with safe margins was performed [Figure 1-B].

Microscopic evaluation of the specimen revealed composition of sheets which were randomly arranged and tightly packed. Small blue cells arranged in serpiginous aggregates (blastemal component), sharply circumscribed by focal spindling and intervening collagenous bundles apart from the surrounding stromal elements. There were also few small tubules lined by primitive cuboidal cells and small area of nephrogenic rest at periphery of the tumoral mass pathological features suggested Wilms tumor. Immunohistochemical study showed strong nuclear positivity for WT1 in blastemal cells. Final diagnosis according to above data was compatible with recurrent extra renal Wilms’ tumor with favorable histology.

Discussion

Inguinal mass is a common complain in pediatrics that is mainly due to inguinal hernia. Other common diseases that may present as an inguinal mass include lymphadenitis and lymphadenopathy or ectopic gonad in cryptorchidism or entrapped ovary [1]. Several other causes are discussed for a groin mass that are summarized in Table 1 as we have searched in English published literature.

A groin mass may also encountered in a patient after a previous herniotomy. In this case, a recurrent inguinal hernia may come to mind first. Some other common probable diagnoses are reactive lymphadenopathy, lymphadenitis or local abscess and acquired cryptorchidism. Some other uncommon entities are listed at the end of table 1.

In this article, a case of extra renal Wilms tumor in inguinal region is reported which was presented as an inguinal mass.

Nephroblastoma is the most common primary malignant tumor of kidney in children [2]. definitive diagnosis in Wilms tumor is almost
always made after surgical intervention [3]. Extra renal Wilms tumor is rare, and the occurrence of the extra renal nephroblastoma without the involvement of kidney is extremely uncommon [4]. The most common site of extra renal wilms tumor is retroperitoneal and then inguinal area [5]. Mediastinum, chest wall, colon, adrenal gland, and reproductive organs are other reported sites of extra renal willms tumor [6-8]. So this case was an unusual diagnosis for a groin mass as extra renal nephroblastoma that was misdiagnosed first. The most important factors associated with local recurrence are high tumor stage, unfavorable histology, tumor rupture during operation or inadequate resection. Unexpected situation during an operation that is assumed to be a simple hernitomy may increase the complications and inadequate or incorrect preoperative parents' informing may lead to serious problems.

Conclusions

According to broad spectrum of differential diagnoses in a child with inguinal mass that may even be a neoplastic lesion, we suggest a meticulous physical examinations and further paraclinical evaluations especially in patients with unusual presentation.
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